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As the second part of the study on support analysis for solutions of nonlinear
reaction-convection equations, the case of convection versus absorption is consid-
ered. Competition between absorption and singular flux leads to appearance of
more than one interface. Sufficient and necessary conditions for occurrance of
instantaneous shrinking of supports, from both left side and right side, are
established. A typical example is given as an illustration of the results. Q 1999
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThis work is a continuation of 8 in which we were concerned with the
following nonlinear reaction-convection equation:
­ u ­w u .
q s f u , x g R, t ) 0, 1.1 .  .
­ t ­ x
 .  .  .  . X .where w z , f z g C R . In the case that zf z G 0 and w 0 s q` the
support properties were analyzed there. We have shown that the supports
of solutions may shrink instantaneously at some time. The shrinking time
 .is determined by the behavior of the flux function w z and the source
 .function f z near z s 0, as well as the delay rate of the initial value
 .u x, 0 as x ª y`.
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In the present article, we shall consider the convection-absorption
equation
­ u ­w u .
q q f u s 0, x g R, t ) 0. 1.2 .  .
­ t ­ x
For this equation the situation is much more complicated since more than
one interface may appear due to the absorption. The main results are
shown in Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.9.
Instantaneous support shrinking arising from powerful absorption was
w x w x w xinvestigated in 1 , 4 , and 7 for parabolic equations. The phenomenon
w xwas observed in 2 for the equation with singular flux:
­ u ­ 2 u p ­ um .  .
s q , x g R, t ) 0,2­ t ­ x­ x
where p G 1 and 0 - m - 1. Instantaneous expansion and finite time
w xextinction was found in 3 for the equation
­ u ­ um .
rq q u s 0, x g R, t ) 0, 1.3 .
­ t ­ x
where 0 - m - 1, r ) 0.
We shall discuss in the present work various sufficient and necessary
conditions under which the supports of solutions shrink instantaneously
from the left side or from the right side. The methods used are a
w x w xcombination of the techniques developed in 7 and 8 .
This paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this section we perform
some preliminaries. The main results are established in Sec. 2 which is
divided into two subsections in which different cases are investigated,
separately. Then, the application to the case of power-type nonlinearities
 .1.3 is exhibited in the last section.
Throughout the paper only non-negative solutions are concerned, and
1 .  .  .  .  .we impose the basic assumptions: w z g C R l C R , f z g C R ,q q q
wX z G 0, wX 0q s q`; 1.4 .  .  .
f z G 0, f 0 s 0. 1.5 .  .  .
w x w x w xWith regard to the notions of the solutions, see 8 , also 5 and 6 . Here
we give a sufficient condition for such solutions.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let Q be an open subset of R = R , S be a smoothq
 . 1 .  .cur¨ e in Q, and u x, t g C Q _ S l C Q satisfying
­ u ­w u .
q q f u G 0 resp. F 0 in Q _ S. .  .
­ t ­ x
 .  .  .Then u x, t is a super- resp. sub- solution of 1.2 in Q.
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Besides above, the following comparison principle will be used in the
next section. A more general form of the principle, as well as its proof, was
w x w xgiven in 8 , as a generalization of the case considered in 6 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 1.2. Let u x, t and u x, t be sub- and supersolutions of
 .  . 41.2 in Q s x, t : R - x - R q v t, 0 - t - T , respecti¨ ely, where R1 2 2
 .  .G R G y`, v G 0 and T ) 0. In addition, u x, 0 F u x, 0 for R - x -1 1
 .  .  .R , and u R , t F u R , t for 0 - t - T if R ) y`. Then u x, t F2 1 1 1
 .u x, t in Q.
2. MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Expanding ¨ersus Shrinking from the Right
We start from a discussion on noncompactness of supports of solutions.
  ..Due to the singular convection toward the right direction cf. 1.4 one
can hope that a relative weak absorption will be unable to prevent the
support of solutions to expand instantaneously along the direction.
 .  . w .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let u x, t be a solution of 1.2 in Q s 0, q` = 0, T ,
 .satisfying u 0, t G s ) 0 for 0 - t - T. If
q Xw z dz .
s q`,H f z .0
 .then u x, t ) 0 for all x ) 0, 0 - t - T.
 . 4Proof. First, for fixed v ) 0 set Q s x, t : 0 - x - v t, 0 - t - T ,
 xand choose z g 0, s so that0
wX z ) 2v for 0 - z F z . 2.1 .  .0
Ä .  .Now select a function f z G f z G 0 for z ) 0 such that
q X z Xw z dz w z dz .  .0
- q` and G 2vT .H HÄ Äf z f z0 0 .  .
 .  .  .Then consider the function u x, t s z v t y x , where z j is defined by
z
Xw s ds . qs 2j .H Äf s0  .
X Ä .  .  .  .  .Thus w z s 2 f z , z 0 s 0, and z vT F z . From these and 2.1 we0
see that
X X Äu q w u q f u F v y w z z q f z F 0 in Q. .  .  .  .t x
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 .  .  .Hence, u is a subsolution of 1.2 in Q. Finally, u 0, t F z vT F s F
 .u 0, t , which indicate that u G u in Q, that is,
u x , t G z v t y x ) 0 for 0 - x - v t , 0 - t - T . .  .
Consequently, the theorem follows from the arbitrariness of v ) 0.
The following theorem indicates that if the absorption is strong relative
to the convection, then the support of the solution must shrink instanta-
neously in finite time, irrespective of initial data!
X .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that w z is nonincreasing for 0 - z - s , and
q Xw z dz .
- q`. 2.2 .H f z .0
 .  .  .Let u x, t be a solution of 1.2 and lim sup u x, 0 s u . Denotex ªq` q
u dzq
t s .Hq f z .0
 .Then for e¨ery t ) t there exists R t - q` such thatq
u x , t s 0 for x ) R t . .  .
 .Specifically, if u x, 0 ª 0 as x ª q`, then t s 0.q
 .  .Proof. First, we note that 2.2 together with 1.4 implies
q ds
- q`.H f s .0
 .  .Thus we can define functions z r and w r by the following integral
equalities, respectively,
z w
Xds w s ds .q qs r , s r .H Hf s f s .  .0 0
X .  .   ..X  .  .  .Then z r s f z , w w r s f w , and z r s w r s 0 for r F 0. Fur-
 .  .thermore, z r and w r are strictly increasing on R , and hence theirq
inverses exist, at least in a right neighborhood of r s 0.
 .  .  Now for any t ) t and l g 0, 1 satisfying 1 y l t ) t say l s 1q q
. .  . .  .y t rt r2 , we have z 1 y l t ) z t s u . Choose j g R so thatq q q
u x , 0 F z 1 y l t for x ) j . .  . .
Set
qy1u x , t s z z w l R y x q 1 y l t y t , .  .  .  . . . .
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where R ) j will be determined later. A direct calculation shows that
dzy1 w r wX r 1 .  . .
s s .XX y1dr w wz z w  . . .
And hence for x / R and t / t we have
X Xu q w u q f u s y 1 y l f z y lw z f z rw w q f z G 0 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .xt
X X .  .since w z F w w . By Proposition 1.1 u is a supersolution.
  ..  .Next, choose R ) j so that w l R y j G u j , t for all 0 - t - T ,
e.g.,
u
X1 w s dr .1
R s j q , u s sup u.H 1l f s .0 Q
Thus we have that
u x , 0 G z 1 y l t G u x , 0 for x G j ; .  .  . .
u j , t G w l R y j G u j , t for 0 - t - T . .  .  . .
 .By the comparison principle Proposition 1.2 we get that
u x , t F u x , t for x ) j , 0 - t - T . .  .
In particular,
u x , t F w l R y x s 0 for all x ) R . .  . .
 .Set R t s R, then the theorem is proved.
Remark 2.3. From the proof we observe that
2 t
y1 y1t s z u , R t F j t q w sup u for t ) t , .  .  .q q q /t y t Qq
 .where the function z r depends only upon the strength of the absorption,
 .and the function w r is determined by the relative strength of the
 .absorption to the convection, while u and j t are given in terms of theq
asymptotic behavior of the initial datum at q`.
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 indicate that for every solution there always exists
w xa t g 0, q` so that the support of the solution is unbounded aboveq
when t - t ; and as time t exceeds t , the support shrinks instanta-q q
neously to be upper-bounded. Therefore, we call this t the right-shrink-q
ing time. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 present both qualitative and quantitative
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characterization of the right-shrinking time in terms of the strength of
absorption and convection, as well as the asymptotic behavior of initial
data of solutions as x ª q`.
2.2. Instantaneous Shrinking from the Left
In contrast to support properties in the right direction, the instanta-
neous support shrinking from the left side may arise from either the
absorption or the convection. We first consider the shrinking due to
 .  .absorption. Let u x, t be as above, a solution of 1.2 .
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that
q dz
- q`, 2.3 .H f z .0
 .and lim sup u x, 0 s u . Letx ªy` y
u dzy
t s .Hy f z .0
 .Then for e¨ery t ) t there exists L t ) y` such thaty
u x , t s 0 for x - L t . .  .
Proof. The line of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.2: Thanks
 .  . 1 .to 2.3 , we can define the function z r g C R by
z ds
qs r .H f s .0
Then for t ) t we may select L g R so thaty
u x , 0 F z t for x - L, .  .
 .  .since z t ) z t s u .y y
 .  .Consider the function u x, t s z t y t . We have
Xu q w u q f u s yz q f z s 0 .  .  .xt
and
u x , 0 F z t s u x , 0 for x - L. .  .  .
Hence, the comparison principle implies that
u x , t F u x , t for x - L, 0 - t - T . .  .
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 .  .In particular, u x, t F z 0 s 0 for all x - L, and this completes the
proof.
Remark 2.5. By modifying the above proof we can show another
 .support behavior: for every x g R there exists t x - q` such that
u x , t s 0 for t ) t x . .  .
In fact, for L g R, let
u dzL
u s sup u x , 0 , t s . . HL L f z .0x-L
Similarly to the above argument we get
u x , t F z t y t for x - L, 0 - t - T , .  .L
 .and hence, u L, t s 0 for t ) t .L
Moreover, the finite time extinction follows from replacing u by sup u;L
 .that is, u ?, t vanishes when
sup u dz
t ) t s .H0 f z .0
 .Next, let us consider the support behavior without 2.3 . In this case the
behavior of initial data at x s y` of solutions plays a key role. In the
 . 1following we always denote by h x a nondecreasing C function satisfying
 .h x ª 0 as x ª y`.
First, we remark that by the comparison principle, part of results
w x  .obtained in 8 is still valid for 1.2 . Namely, we have
 .  .THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that u x, 0 F h x for x < y1, and
< <x
lim sup s A - q`.Xw h x . .xªy`
 .Then for e¨ery t ) A there exists L t ) y` such that
u x , t s 0 for x - L t . .  .
In the following we are going to show that weak absorption plus slow
decay of initial data as x ª y` leads to positivity of the solutions, even
with singular convection.
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 .  .LEMMA 2.7. Assume that u x, 0 G h x for x < y1. If
Xw h x . .
lim sup s D - q`, 2.4 .
< <xxªy`
f h x . .
lim sup s C - q`, 2.5 .X< <x h x .xªy`
 .  .then u x, t ) 0 for all x g R, 0 - t - 1r C q D . Further, if D q C ) 0,
 .then for any g ) 1, l s g C q D we ha¨e
x
u x , t G h for x < y1, 0 - t - 1rl. .  /1 y lt
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that D ) 0 and
 .  .C ) 0. Choose L g R such that u x, 0 G h x for x F L, and
wX h x q g Dx F 0, f h x q g CxhX x F 0 for x F L. .  .  . .  .
Then consider the function
x
u s h z , z s for x F L, 0 - t - 1rl. .
1 y lt
Since z F x F L, we have
u q w u q f u .  .t x
hX z .
Xs l z q w h z q f h z .  . .  . .
1 y lt
hX z g CzhX z .  .
Xs g Dz q w h z q q f h z F 0. .  . .  . .
1 y lt 1 y lt
 .  .Therefore, u is a subsolution in Q s y`, L = 0, t with t s 1rl,
which leads to
x
u x , t G u x , t s h in Q. .  .  /1 y lt
 .Additionally, we observe that 2.5 implies
q dz
s q`.H f z .0
 .From Theorem 2.1 it follows that u x, t ) 0 everywhere for 0 - t - t .
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 .Next we shall show that under 2.5 the effect of absorption can be
 w x .neglected. Compare with Theorem 3.6 in 8 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.8. Assume that u x, 0 G h x for x < y1 and that 2.4
 .  .and 2.5 are fulfilled. Then u x, t ) 0 for all x g R, 0 - t - 1rD.
Proof. If C s 0, then the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.7. Suppose
 .C ) 0. Fixed g ) 1 and « g 0, 1 . By Lemma 2.7,
x
u x , t G h for x < y1, 0 - t - 1rl , . 1 /1 y l t1
 .where l s g C q D . Set1
t s 1 y « rl , u x , t s u x , t q t , h x s h xr« . .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1
 .  .Then u x, 0 G h x for x < y1. Note that1 1
Xw h x f h x .  . .  .1 1
lim sup s Dr« , lim sup s C.X< < < <x x h x .xªy` xªy` 1
Applying Lemma 2.7 again yields
x
u x , t G h for x < y1, 0 - t - 1rl , .1 1 2 /1 y l t2
 .where l s g C q Dr« . Namely, we obtain2
x
u x , t q t G h ) 0 for x < y1, 0 - t - 1rl . .1 2 /« 1 y l t .2
 .  .Hence u x, t ) 0 for x g R, 0 - t - t q t with t s 1 y « rl .1 2 2 2
 .Repeating this procedure successively, we see that u x, t ) 0 every-
where for 0 - t - t#, where
`
t# s t , k
ks1
t s 1 y « rl , l s g C q Dr« ky1 , k s 1, 2, . . . . .  .k k k
It is easy to calculate that
` ky11 y « « 1
t# s ª ky1g DC« q Dks1
as « ª 0, g ª 1. The proof is complete.
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Now from this result together with Theorem 2.6, as well as Theorem 2.1,
we obtain
THEOREM 2.9. Assume that
h x F u x , 0 F h x for x < y1, .  .  .1 2
 . 1  .where h x is a nondecreasing, C function satisfying h x ª 0 as x ª y`,i i
i s 1, 2. Denote
< < < <x x
0 F lim inf s A , lim sup s A F q`,X X1 2w h x w h xxªy`  .  . .  .xªy`1 2
and suppose that
f h x . .2
lim sup s C - q`.X< <x h x .xªy` 2
w xThen there is t g A , A , called the left-shrinking time, and the functiony 1 2
 .  .L t , defined for t ) t , such that u x, t ) 0 e¨erywhere when 0 - t - t ,y y
and
u x , t s 0 for x - L t , .  .
u x , t ) 0 for x ) L t .  .
when t ) t .y
 .Particularly, if A s q`, then u x, t ) 0 e¨erywhere for any t ) 0; if1
A s 0, then t s 0.2 y
3. POWER-TYPE NONLINEARITY MODEL
In order to illustrate the results obtained above, we now check a special
model}the power-type nonlinearity case:
¡ m­ u ­ u .
rq q mu s 0, x g R, 0 - t - T ,~ 3.1 .­ t ­ x
yq¢ < <u x , 0 ; l x for x < y1, .
where m, r, l, q ) 0, m G 0. Denote by t and t the right- and theq y
left-shrinking time, respectively.
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Let us consider the left-shrinking problem first. In order to apply
Theorems 2.9 to the present case we calculate
¡q`, 1 y m q - 1, .1yml 1y 1ym.q 1ym~< <A s A s lim z s l rm , 1 y m q s 1, .1 2 m zªy` ¢0, 1 y m q ) 1; .
0, r ) 1,¡ry1ml q1yr . ~mrq, r s 1,< <C s lim z s
q zªy` ¢q`, r - 1, m ) 0.
Then combining with Theorem 2.4, we get the following criteria:
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 0 - m - 1.
 .1 If m q 1rq - 1 or m ) 0 with 0 - r - 1, then t s 0;y
 . 1ym2 If r G 1 and m q 1rq s 1, then t s l rm;y
 .3 If r G 1 and m q 1rq ) 1, then t s q`.y
Remark 3.2. It is obvious that even with m G 1 the conclusion is true.
The theorem can be expressed as Table 1.
Now we evaluate the right-shrinking time t . Denote againq
lim sup u x , 0 s u . . q
xªq`
Then by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain
 .THEOREM 3.3. If m - 1 F r including the case m s 0 , then t s q`.q
 .1y r w  .xIf m F r - 1, then t s t# F sup u r m 1 y r , where t# is theq
 .extinction time cf. Remark 2.5 .
1y r w  .xIf r - m F 1 with m ) 0, then t F u r m 1 y r .q q
Remark 3.4. If m G 1, then the influence of convection can be ne-
glected. The right-shrinking property is determined completely by the
absorption term:
r G 1: no instantaneous shrinking appears, provided that
u x , 0 ) 0 for x 4 1; .
TABLE 1
Left-shrinking time
m q 1rq - 1 m q 1rq s 1 m q 1rq ) 1
 .r - 1 m ) 0 t s 0y
1ym .r G 1 m G 0 t s 0 t s l rm t s q`y y y
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TABLE 2
Right-shrinking time
m F r m ) r
1y r . w  .xr - 1 m ) 0 t s t# t F u r m 1 y rq q q
 .r G 1 m G 0 t s q`q
r - 1: the right-shrinking occurs in finite time:
1y rt F u r m 1 y r . .q q
 .1y r w Theorem 3.3 can be expressed as Table 2 where t# F sup u r m 1
.xy r is the extinction time.
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